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LECTURE 10

• photocurrent components

• surface recombination velocity

• world-record Si cell

• photovoltage

• fill-factor

• maximum power point
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PhotocurrentPhotocurrentSec. 7.4

• Divide cell into 3 regions: emitter, space-charge, base.

• Note new x-axis origin.

• Note the surface fields at x=0 and x=B

• What is the purpose of these surface regions, and how are they made?
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SCR photocurrentSCR photocurrentSec. 7.4.4

From our toolbox:

What are the BC's for Je ?

The result is:
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Surface recombination velocitySurface recombination velocitySec. 7.4.1

p-p0

0
x

What do the blue and dashed lines represent?

This is an 
OHMIC 
CONTACT

" Rate of recombination of holes at the surface is the same as if 
a flux of holes (p(0)-p0) were drifting towards the surface with 
surface recombination velocity S".

∴ Our BC at x=0 is
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Emitter photocurrentEmitter photocurrentSec. 7.4.2

From our toolbox:

What is the BC for p(xj ) ?

What is the BC for p(0) ?
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Emitter photocurrent Emitter photocurrent Sec. 7.4.2

1. Solve the usual 2nd – order ODE in the usual way with the correct boundary conditions.

2. Get p(x).

3. Get current from dp/dx at x=xj

What would be a good value for SF ?
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Base photocurrentBase photocurrentSec. 7.4.3

What is the BC at x=B ? [ ]0)( nBnS
dx
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The end result is:
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The total photocurrentThe total photocurrentSec. 7.4.5

Is it OK to add-up our 3 regional photocurrents?
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A numerical exampleA numerical exampleSec. 7.4.5

Identify each curve 
with a region of the 
solar cell.

Note: the labels here are true spectral photocurrent densities
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The world record holderThe world record holderSec. 7.4.5

Jhao et al., Ref. 7.5

• Why is the front surface textured?

• Why is there a thin oxide over most of the front and the back?
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Generating a voltageGenerating a voltageSec. 7.5

Jph

How  does the voltage that is generated across the resistor bias the diode ?
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PhotovoltagePhotovoltageSec. 7.5

RLoad

+

-Iphoto

• Connect load

• Voltage across the load forward biases the diode

• Dark current opposes Iphoto
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SuperpositionSuperpositionSec. 7.5

Identify Voc , and derive an expression for it.
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PV PowerPV PowerSec. 7.5.1

Illustration of Fill Factor


